Abstract
Creating and testing models using simulated data 1 6 6 The pseudo molecule assembly AD1_BGI of cotton [https://www.cottongen.org/,21], the 1 6 7 pseudomolecule assembly of the 3B chromosome of wheat [22] , the contigs of TGACv1 wheat [https://www.rosaceae.org/,24] were downloaded. 10,000 random loci were assigned in Chromosomes Aradu.A01, At_chr1, 3B and LG1, of peanut, cotton, wheat and strawberry, respectively. The loci were randomly mutated five times to form five synthetic genotypes using ART tool [25] . HiSeq 125 bp paired end sequences with 1 7 5 different depths, 10x to 50x, were generated. The fastq produced files were mapped using BWA were called in the second. For each species, the SNPs located among the 10,000 loci were extracted in a separate vcf file, each one were randomly selected, and combined to be used as training sets, and the remaining 1 9 0 30% were used as testing sets for Neural Network models using Matlab R2015b (the University of Georgia campus-wide site licensing agreement). Testing simulated data against the real data:
For peanut, 21 synthetic genotypes with 10X depth were generated and SNPs were called in four batches (three with five and one with six genotypes). The simulated data were used to train the 1 9 6 model to mimic the conditions of the real data. All sets of the TP and FP simulated data were used to train the models, to increase the strength, and the testing sets of the real data were re-applied to these simulated models. The generation of 1 9 9 1 0 synthetic genotypes and carrying out the machine learning (training and testing) were applied as 2 0 0 described above. tetraploid peanut genotypes. The true-positive rate achieved was 40%, which was higher than 2 0 7 previous efforts in peanut, but still inadequate. All of the mapping data in vcf form was available 2 0 8 from the initial SNP calling, which provided the ability to test the hypothesis that machine 2 0 9 learning would increase the accuracy of true SNP selection. attributes to be used in the model were calculated from sequences surrounding these SNPs ( Table   2 1 3 1). These attributes were categorized into two groups, i.e. sequence and map features. The first 2 1 4 machine learning approach used in biological applications was neural networks where it was 2 1 5 used for recognizing the transcriptional start sites in Escherichia coli [9] . Since that time, it has 2 1 6 become one of the most common machine learning approaches. In addition, neural networks
have many advantages such as detection of all possible interactions between predictor variables, 2 1 8 the ability to detect complex nonlinear relationships between independent and dependent 2 1 9 variables, and applicability for different types of data sets [27] . Therefore, we used neural 2 2 0 networks to build our first model and to select the most effective attributes. Table 1 : The attributes that were used for building the machine learning models. Sequence features previously were used for genome wide de novo prediction purposes such as it shares the primary components of deltaH and deltaS. Molecular weight was included since the nucleotide (reference or alternate nucleotide) would lower the probability of a true SNP.
4 4
The map features represent the quality of the mapping process and sequence data. Nine mapping (mapping quality) and qual (SNP quality); read abundance features, i.e. dp (depth of reads an alternate base) and n1/n2 (ratio of reference reads to alternate reads). In addition, a probability 2 4 9 feature of homozygous reference genotypes (lg) was included. Some of these attributes, i.e. dp,
n1, n2 and qual, were successfully used to create a neural network classifier for SNP calling for soybean [17] . Therefore, we assumed that these attributes and related features are good candidates for building a classifier in polyploids. plotted for every model (Fig 2A) . Interestingly, eight out of 17 attributes, all eight being map 2 5 7
attributes, strongly affected the trainer (Fig 2A) . These eight attributes were used for building 2 5 8 one model, which showed a high reliability in classification of true-and false-positive SNPs (Fig   2  5  9 2B). The neural network score output of the testing data was applied to different neural network positive SNP on the array and called by SNP-ML) as the cutoff increased (Fig 3) . Increasing the hand, decreasing the cutoff below 0.5 increased the occurrence of a large number of false- number of TP while minimizing FP and FN SNPs. These confusion matrices confirmed the
efficiency of the eight selected attributes to build a reliable classifier. application of the selected eight attributes. The training data set was used to build training models by applying different supervised To further test the model, the remaining 10% of the original data set, 1,806 validated true- TB, respectively. However, 33% of validated SNPs were lost through the prediction process true or false using the chip, is provided in S4 network, only TB, or the combined model. Model validation on Axiom Arachis2 48K SNP array:
To validate the model for further real world analysis, 28,218 markers were selected to be Building models for RNA-seq
Unlike the re-sequencing data, RNA-seq provides data that measure gene expression and can produce a very high depth at specific loci [31] . The values of the attributes are different from the genomic re-sequencing data. For this reason, a specific model was built for RNA-seq data using 3 5 9
